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Abstract. Emerging mobile applications require location information in order to provide loca-
tion based services. A modern mobile device is able to locate itself both indoors and outdoors,
but suffers from energy constraints. Thus, mobile localization has to be energy-efficient in order
to avoid having a major impact on the battery life of the mobile device; it must be versatile,
obtaining location updates even when faced with changing environment conditions; and finally
it must be robust, providing fraudproof locations.
This work proposes REVLoc - a robust, energy-efficient and versatile mobile localization system
that makes use of all the hardware available on a device for localization purposes. To minimize
energy consumption we: 1) throttle location updates based on user activity and timeout mech-
anisms; and 2) exploit opportunistic bluetooth contact to update neighbouring devices with
fresh locations for free. Location fraud is prevented using a sensed track of user activity, dead
reckoning and proximity mechanisms.
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1 Introduction

When available, location information opens the possibilities for applications to provide a service
based on this information - a location based service (LBS). LBSs can be applied to almost the entire
spectrum of applications we have today. Such examples range from location oriented content delivery,
to location based social networks, to navigation, to location-based mobile gaming, to location-based
access control, among others. In order for a LBS to work it needs to collect location information. After
getting this information the location service itself is provided either offline or online. One example
of a service provided offline is navigation, as it uses only local information, the maps are typically
loaded and the course manually set. Most services, however, are provided with an online component
to leverage crowdsourced/higher level information.

A typical online system is comprised by two stages: collecting and sending the location informa-
tion to a server; and querying said server to obtain higher-level information. Figure 1 illustrates how
such a system works and the typical queries involved.

Our mobile devices provide an ideal means to locate ourselves, as we carry them everywhere. Most
mobile devices are equiped with the technologies mentioned and indeed most previous works already
use them for localization purposes. However, a mobile device is battery constrained. A localization
system that runs on the device for 3 hours before draining its battery is of no use. Thus, an energy
efficient localization system running on the device must be aware of its energy footprint and be able
to manage it without compromising accuracy.

The objective of this work is to design, implement and test a mobile application that collects
location information using a wide array of technologies. The collector application must respect the
following requisites: i) it must be versatile, i.e. able to deal with the heterogeneity of localization
technologies that exist today; ii) it must be extensible, i.e. it must be able to accomodate future
localization technologies with the least amount of effort; iii) it must be energy efficient as mobile
smartphones are battery constrained; iv) it must provide accurate indoors and outdoors location
information; and finally v) it must be robust, i.e. the collection of location information must be
fraudproof so as to counter location spoofing.

Regarding the collector interface with the location requesting applications, the only requirement
on this side is that the user must have control over which of the available technologies will be used
to help locate him.

Many systems accomplish localization with considerable precision at the cost of additional infras-
tructure and/or an extensive calibration phase. These costs can hinder the feasibility of the system as
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Fig. 1: A typical structure of an online location based service

a solid localization solution. Infrastructure costs typically affect the scalability of a system as it often
implies modifying existing hardware or acquiring specialized hardware. Furthermore, a calibration
phase implies extra work setting up a system and presents a barrier for mass deployment (although it
can be minimized or dealt away with altogether, if it is possible to opt for instance, for crowdsourcing
location data). Thus, as an overall objective, our system must take advantage of the already existing
infrastructure/resources, where possible.

Our work makes the following contributions: 1) We propose a novel architecture for a mobile
location provider that takes into account the resource-constrained nature of smartphones that may
run multiple LBSs. Our system leverages multiple localization technologies to provide location even
when faced with changing environment conditions. The system takes location fraud into account.
2) We develop a novel method for Wi-Fi localization based on SSID self-located APs, LDPL and
trilateration.

We prototype the proposed design on Android smartphones, as Android provides an open platform.
The system is tested and validated through real-world field tests. The location information collected
is to be stored in a database. The design and implementation of such a repository is out of the scope
of this work.

2 Related Work

Localization has been a widely studied field within the wearable and mobile computing communities.
Efforts in mobile device-centric localization can be categorized by the main localization technique
applied: i) Fingerprint based [6, 2, 19, 13, 15, 30, 7, 11] in which a radio map is built that maps a
reference location to the sensed APs and their signal strengths. When scanning, the scanned sample
is compared against all the fingerprints and the best match is output as the location; ii) Signal
Strength Model based [21, 8, 17, 1], in which received signal strengths (RSS) are converted to distances
via a propagation model and location is obtained using a geometric model; iii) Proximity based
[26, 10, 12, 24], where a close proximity to a beacon or tag dictates the location; and iv) Dead
Reckoning [4, 16, 9, 27, 23, 29] in which successive displacements are measured and added (distance
and bearing) to form a navigation trace of the user.

RAPS [25] uses the concept of BT opportunistic contact to save energy among neighbouring
devices, and indeed we adopt this concept in our architecture (although using BLE instead of BT).
RAPS also assumes consistency in the user behavior when scheduling future location updates, by
deriving speed and estimating uncertainty from location-time history. Microsoft’s EZ [8] system is a
Wi-Fi GPS hybrid indoor localization system that uses a log-distance path loss (LDPL) propagation
model to infer the distances to the APs from RSS values. The AP locations and the enviromnet
parameters are computed by solving a system of LDPL equations using a genetic algorithm. EZ also
relies on being able to obtain GPS fixes at windows or doorways for the system of equations to have
enough constraints to be determinable.

PlaceLab [20] is a Wi-Fi, Bluetooth and GSM hybrid outdoor localization system that uses a
cached map to translate beacon IDs to coordinates in order to compute a position estimate. Unloc [29]
is an indoor localization system that relies on Wi-Fi and IMU sensors. It uses DR to track a mobile
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Fig. 2: Flowchart detailing the REVLoc architecture.

device and "senses" known landmarks to correct the DR and recalibrate its location. Landmarks
are characterized by signatures such as a gyroscope signature in a corridor turn, an accelerometer
signature in an elevator, a magnetic signature, a Wi-Fi signature, or a group of these. However, it
also requires feeding the system with seed landmarks for a given location, which presents a barrier
to mass deployment. Similarly, LifeMap [9] provides indoor and outdoor location information in an
energy efficient manner by detecting Points Of Interest (POIs) dynamically and using them to correct
DR location tracking. It is based on the idea that a user generally has a similar life pattern every day
and so it is possible to learn the user’s POIs dynamically. However, the POIs are derived solely from
Wi-Fi AP SSIDs and RSS and thus are contingent on the presence of APs everywhere.

SAIL [23] is a hybrid Wi-Fi and IMU localization system that offers a novel method of localization
using a single AP. It is a relevant contribution for localization, however, it requires specialized APs
capable of computing the time of flight (ToF) for each client and reporting back its estimated distance.
EnTracked [18] uses accelerometer data to detect user activity and a device model to schedule GPS
position updates, in order to minimize energy consumption. However, it does not adapt dynamically
to movement changes. It can only make a new decision at each scheduled position determination point.
Some works [3, 22] summarize and compare the energy consumption of different mobile technologies
applied to localization.

None of the previous hybrid systems seen take location fraud into account. He et al. [14] inves-
tigates vulnerabilities in location-based social network services regarding location cheating attacks.
The authors identify several server side mechanisms that Foursquare employs to detect location fraud.
XACT [5] employs a series of venue-side location verification mechanisms to certify user location to
external Geo Social Networks (GSNs). Other works [28, 31] use a concept called location proofs where
a piece of metadata issued by a component of the wireless infrastructure (e.g., a Wi-Fi AP, a cell tower
or even another mobile device), that certifies a receiver in range, to a geographical location. However,
they either rely on enhanced APs that add their location to their beacon frames and are able to emit
the certificates or assume there exists a Certification Authority (CA) run by an independent trusted
third party that pre-establishes the credentials for the devices.

3 Architecture

The REVLoc system is a middleware that supports both online and offline LBS. Our architecture
(Figure 2) can be broken down into 2 major components: the Collector that gathers location infor-
mation from available sources, and the REVLoc Server that processes and stores such information.
In this section, we detail the architecture of this system and how it takes our previously defined
requisites into account.
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3.1 Modularity

In order to be able to add new localization technologies with ease in terms of code, it is necessary
that each localization technology and/or technique be coded into its own module. Each module then
extends one of two REVLoc custom services: Duty-Cycle or Trigger, depending on the underlying
technique used. The Collector Manager interacts with each module based on the interface it imple-
ments. Our system is extensible in that adding new localization technologies/techniques, requires only
the addition of those modules to the collector instead of a redesign of the system. This allows battery
performance to improve as new sensors are added to mobile devices, or new techniques discovered,
without requiring that the consuming applications change.

3.2 Energy efficiency

The LBS applications provide to the Collector Manager an application profile which specifies an
energy consumption level and the technologies with which location should be obtained. If no particular
technologies are specified, all available will be used, always according to the energy consumption level
specified. The highest energy consumption level received from the applications, dictates the duty-
cycled percentage of time in a duty-cycled module. The base duration of the work cycle depends only
on the duty-cycled module and is pre-set according to its perceived energy efficiency. The application
profile also allows an application to specify in a given module whether or not there is a time-out
renewal after a given event (e.g. obtaining a valid location from another module). By default, the GPS
Module duty-cycles GPS over a period of time with timeout renewal when a valid position is obtained
via any other source, as it is the highest energy-consuming technology available. The Network Module
is used whenever available and if no other technology is being used to collect information. Inspired by
RAPS [25], we prevent the GPS from activating needlessly, by taking advantage of opportunistic BT
contact with neighouring devices, leveraging BT’s short range to inform closeby neighbours of their
current location without the need to activate the GPS. The BT Module listens for neighbour updates
and emits an update broadcast for a short period of time after obtaining an accurate position from
GPS.

The Activity Detector detects and reports user activity state changes (static or in-motion) to
the Collector Manager and delivers the mode of transportation (walking, cycling, in-vehicle) to the
Location Validator, upon request. Applications are able to specify if locations are to be obtained
even if the user is static (e.g. a sort of ping) or if any updates should be deferred while stationary,
to preserve battery life. Inspired by EnTracked [18], the Collector Manager decides when to turn on
or off all duty-cycled localization modules based on this activity information. Finally, QR and NFC
Modules have the least energy impact on the battery life. They are user-triggered, used spontaneously
whenever the user sees stickers or tags available and require no scheduling.

3.2.1 Wifi Module The WifiModule obtains locations by scanning for self-located APs, and ap-
plying our RSS to location model. Our model translates the RSS picked up from the scan to distances
using a fixed LDPL model, then dynamically adapts the result of this translation to make trilateration
possible, and finally it performs trilateration. To further improve upon energy savings, the energy
level specified by the application profiles dictates where the LDPL + trilateration model runs. An
application that requires real time robust localization forces the Wifi Module to compute trilater-
ation locally in the device if the trilateration web service is unavailable. Asynchronous localization
applications are able to store raw sensor’s data with a timestamp and offload the computations to
the REVLoc Server, when the service is available.

3.2.2 QR and NFC Modules To leverage the availability of NFC tags or QR codes, provided
by some businesses, we take advantage of localization by proximity. Both QR-codes and RFID/NFC
technologies are very popular for efficient and accurate localization, particularly in roboticswhere
they are used for navigation. These technologies have cheap tags/barcodes and obtaining location is
fast, energy-efficient, and the error associated with the location is the smallest among the available
localization technologies to date, due to proximity.

3.3 Fraud resistance

A fraud resistant system can be accomplished either by prevention during the collection of location
information or by the application that uses the location information. We would like for location
consuming applications to deal with valid location information only, leaving the burden of verifying
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location to the Collector. All the duty-cycled localization methods are validated by the Location
Validator in one of 2 ways: either checking the time and place of the last known position and seeing if
it is humanly possible given the transportation modes detected in between; or using DeadReckoning
(DR) to set a region within which the user must be contained. All locations come with a local
timestamp. This time is only relevant for human speed estimations for a same client, not for comparing
the times between 2 different clients. The time is measured since last boot of the device without loss
of generality, because if the user turns off the phone localization is over and no prior locations will be
used to validate new locations. For applications that require high location security guarantees, the
Validator won’t allow certain modules to be used after a recent device boot to prevent users from
simply booting a device before attempting to spoof locations. In these cases, time-location continuity
must be validated.

In our system the QR code/NFC tag has encoded the coordinates of its position. To validate
position, the client sends the information read from the QR code together with the vendor AP
BSSID he is connected to. The vendor is required to register the BSSID of his AP with the REVLoc
Server. To counter replay attacks, the QR code displayed has encoded a nonce besides the location
information. The nonce must be unknown to an attacker, so the vendor’s QR code information is
cyphered with his private key. At the moment of the registration a public/private keypair is generated,
and the vendor keeps his own private key. When the client sends the result of the scan and the AP
BSSID to the REVLoc Server, the BSSID yields the vendor’s public key with which the code is
decyphered. If the BSSID Lookup Service validates the nonce, the location is returned. The nonce
changes as frequently as the user frequency counted by the vendor (e.g., counting on a once a day
basis).

To prevent a man-in-the-middle attack, the communication between the Collector and the REVLoc
Server is done on top of a secure channel.

4 Implementation

The implementation of REVLoc is quite extensive. We will only detail some of the most important
aspects in this Section. Further details can be found in the complete Thesis document. The Collector
and the value-added applications are implemented in the Android platform. In order for the system to
be easier to debug, the Collector was implemented as an application. Figure 3 shows the UML diagram
for the Collector Manager. The Collector Manager is implemented as an activity (MainActivity) on
this application. In Android, an activity is a special class that provides a screen with which users can
interact in order to do something (push buttons, set dials, send user input, etc.). The collector activity
contains all the other modules and also the ProfileReceiver class. This class is responsible for receiving
the application profiles sent by the applications that register with the Collector. The ProfileReceiver
extends another Android special class called a BroadcastReceiver. A BroadcastReceiver allows for
receiving intents sent by other applications or within the same application. An intent is an abstract
description of an operation to be performed. It can be used to launch an Activity, it can be sent
to BroadcastReceiver components or used to communicate with a background Service. It also serves
as a DTO to pass data between components or applications. When the Collector receives a profile
from an application, it will request locations from the modules indicated in that profile. When the
Collector receives a location produced by a module, it will call the LocationValidator. Finally, if a
location is deemed valid, it will be sent to the REVLoc Server (online LBS) or sent to the requesting
applications (offline LBS).

In order to send the locations to the REVLoc Server, the MainActivity uses our WebServiceTask
and implements the RevlocRestInterface. The RevlocRestInterface encapsulates all information rel-
evant to contact the REVLoc server via a rest interface. The WebServiceTask is responsible for
contacting the REVLoc Server and forwarding the response to the caller (in this case the MainAc-
tivity). The WebServiceTask extends an AsyncTask. In Android, an AsyncTask allows performing
background operations and publish results on the UI thread without having to manipulate threads
and/or handlers. Every module that implements the RevlocRestInterface also uses the WebServic-
eTask to communicate with the REVLoc Server. For the sake of brevity, the WebServiceTask will be
omited in future references where the RevlocRestInterface is also mentioned. We will now detail the
implementation of each module.

4.1 GPS Module

Android’s LocationManager already has a mechanism that allows a developer to request updates from
the native GPS provider at a given rate. However, during preliminary testing we found that this rate
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Fig. 3: UML diagram for the Collector Manager.

is very inexact, sometimes skipping several updates. This behaviour is not what applications expect
and it does not provide a consistent update output with which energy consumption performance can
be compared across the different configurations. Thus, we implement our own scheduling mechanism
to obtain udpates from GPS at the requested rate, using Android’s AlarmManager class.

When it receives a request for a location, the GPS provider will stay on until a fix is obtained.
This can be very draining, specially in indoor environments, where there is very poor/inexistant GPS
reception. To prevent this from happening, we implemented a timeout mechanism that turns off the
GPS provider and reschedules the next update after a timeout (from our experiments, 10 seconds
seems to be a generous value).

4.2 Network Module

The NetworkModule implementation shares many similarities with the GPSModule as they both use
Android’s existing providers through the LocationManager class. The rational is the same. For the
sake of brevity, we will explain the elements that exist in the NetworkModule and not in the previous
one. The NetworkModule uses an interface in order to contact with the Translate Service endpoint.
This web service is used if the module needed to store the Wifi scans. In order to store the scans
it must be able to listen to end-of-scan events (Intents) launched by the system. This is done by
registering a BroadcastReceiver. After receiving the end-of-scan event, the scan results are obtained
stored. At every localization attempt the connectivity is verified. If there is connectivity and there are
stored scans, these are sent to the Translation Service endpoint on the server in order to be translated.

4.3 WifiModule

Our RSS to location translation model is based on three observations:
Observation 1 - Non-collinearity. Trilateration is not possible with exact collinearity. In the

field, trilaterated calculations often fail to reach a solution if the 3 APs chosen form a flat triangle
between themselves (i.e., if they are almost collinear). We define that three APs are collinear if it is
possible to form an angle of less than 15 degrees between those APs, testing each one as a vertice of
the angle.

Observation 2 - Physical constraints. LDPL translation should not yield higher values than
physically possible. Even when the optimum values for the parameters are used, the translation of RSS
into distance is still susceptible to indoor multipath and shadowing, causing the translated distances
to be shorter or longer than they really are, respectively [23]. Wi-Fi communications are physically
limited to a range in the vicinity of 100m. However, due to the presence of obstacles and lack of line
of sight (LoS), it is extremely rare for a user to be as far as 100m from an AP. Thus the distances
output by the vanilla model must be controlled. Up to a distance of 25m, the vanilla LDPL behaves
correctly (measured RSS of -58dBm), but it explodes into far away distances for RSS values lower
than -58dBm. For instance, the lowest RSS measured during our tests was -91dBm for an AP which
was about 50m away (in a straight line), however, the vanilla LDPL model outputs a distance of
1668m for this RSS value. This defines our upper limit for distance. Taking into account the upper
limit, for RSS values lower than -58dBm (distances greater than 25m) we transform the vanilla LDPL
output into a controlled LDPL distance by applying a linear transformation. Figure 4 illustrates how
LDPL and controlled LDPL translate the RSS from -33dBm (closest to the AP) up to -91 dBm, in
1 dBm decrements.
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Fig. 4: Model visualization: Left: LDPL translation. Maximum distance is 1668m; Middle: Controlled LDPL
translation. Maximum distance is 50m. Right: Graph showing both LDPL and controlled LDPL models and
the transformation applied to obtain the controlled LDPL.

Fig. 5: Field tests where an overshoot and an undershoot occurred and their TrilatAid correction to yield
a trilaterated location. Blue markers are the positions of the APs used for trilateration, the cyan marker
corresponds to the trilaterated location and the yellow dot is the real position during the experiment. On
position 1 there is an overshoot on the left, which is corrected by TrilatAid on the right. On position 2 an
undershoot is corrected.

Observation 3 - Conditions for trilateration. Trilateration must yield a result as often as
possible. Even after the distances are controlled in terms of physical range, obstacles and reflections
may cause the distances measured to still deviate inside the controlled range and not allow for
trilateration to occur. Another thing to note is that Android has a limitation on the values it outputs
as signal strength levels: they are read as integer dBms. Thus, because the levels detected are discrete,
the distances translated will also be discrete. This further harms general trilateration efforts. Our
TrilatAid algorithm takes this into account by detecting when trilateration will not be possible, and
adapting the distances to make it possible.

To calculate trilateration we translate the lat/long coordinates into (X,Y,Z) cartesian coordinates
ECEF (earth centered, earth fixed). During the implementation phase we found that if the circles do
not intersect each other in a determinable way (due to Multipath/LoS), the Z coordinate is computed
as a square mean root of a negative number (which renders trilateration impossible). If in the first
iteration of trilateration this Z coordinate is negative before the square mean root, our TrilatAid
algorithm is triggered. It measures the distances between each pair of the three APs selected for
trilateration and checks their reported distance to our device (as translated via LDPL) to see if they
intersect each other neatly. If the range of an AP is found to be too large (overshoot), it is decremented
by a step (currently 0.5m), if it is found to be too short (undershoot), it is incremented by a step.
For each one of the three ordered pairs of APs, TrilatAid first checks if the first AP overshoots,
then if the second AP overshoots and finally if they both undershoot. At the end, it verifies if the
circles intersect (Z > 0). If not, subsequent iterations of TrilatAid are computed where each is using
the feedback from the previous round, until either trilateration is possible or it reaches a point of
no-solution. No-solution is reached if the algorithm determines the ranges cannot be incremented nor
decremented for the current iteration, and trilateration is still not possible.

4.4 DR Module

Before the DR Module starts, it requests a starting location from the Collector. After receiving a
starting location, it starts counting steps to translate into distance (via a constant step length), and
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Fig. 6: Left: Device’s local coordinate system; Right: Rotation vector sensor’s global coordinate system.

obtains heading every 2 seconds. Step length could be accurately estimated by a number of ways, but
since we’re using DR as a countermeasure we can assume a generous step length to account for taller
people, or the length when taking larger strides. Counting steps is achieved by using the Android’s
native low power step detector virtual sensor which internally applies a filtering algorithm on raw
accelerometer data. This provides a convenient abstraction for our work, as step detection is not
one of our objectives. Heading is obtained by monitoring the device’s relative orientation changes:
we obtain a rotation matrix from the rotation vector composite sensor which fuses accelerometer,
magnetometer and gyroscope data. The rotation vector measures the orientation of the device as
a set of angles θ rotated around each of the 3 axis on a global coordinate system (figure 6). Y is
tangential to the ground at the device’s current location and points toward the geomagnetic North
Pole; Z points toward the sky in the same axis of the gravity vector; X is defined as the vector product
Y × Z, is tangential to the ground and points approximately East.

The bearing corresponds to the angle between the direction the device is facing and the magnetic
north - the azimuth angle, added with the magnetic declination. The azimuth is obtained by orthog-
onally projecting the device’s local Y axis into the world East-North plane and calculating the angle
between the resulting projection vector and the global Y axis (geomagnetic North). During imple-
mentation, we found that if the device is vertical (as it may happen if it’s in a pocket), the device’s
local Y axis projection into the East-North plane has a very small component. The projected axis
may have a negative component if the device is slightly tilted backwards as opposed to forwards. This
negative component causes the azimuth to have nonsensical values. To solve this problem, we check
if the device is close to a complete vertical position by obtaining its inclination from the rotation
matrix. If the device is within 25◦ from vertical (in either direction), we remap the coordinate system
by rotating it 90◦ so that the local Y axis is nearly horizontal. We are lenient with our definition of
vertical, because sensor noise may cause inclination measured to represent a fordward tilt when in
fact it is still a few degrees off complete verticality.

Regarding the great-circle calculations for coordinates, we implemented our own geodesic calcu-
lator based on open access documentation about great-circle navigation.

5 Evaluation

REVLoc was subject to an extensive evaluation. The individual modules on the system were tested
both for localization accuracy and energy consumption in the form of discharge rate. We also evaluated
the system as a whole using 3 applications. Application 1 is real-time location sharing app where users
share their current locations and activities. Application 2 is an asynchronous route sharing application
where users share their routes. Application 3 is a vendor specific app where users with most frequent
check-ins are rewarded through an incentive mechanism. Application 1 requests the GPS, Network
and Wifi modules to the Collector and is validated by AD. Application 2 allows us to test the same
set of technologies as the first, but with asynchronous updates to the Server (also validated by AD).
Application 3 requests the NFC and QR-code modules. Here, we only detail our main results.

The applications ran for 30 minutes. Figure 7 shows the discharge rate obtained for those 30
minutes, for each application. Figure 8 shows the estimated contributions of each module, based on
previous benchmarks. Our results indicate that Application 1 would be able to perform continuous
localization for up to 23 hours, Application 2 up to 24 hours and Application 3 up to 56 hours. We
can compare these results with RAPS. Table 1 summarizes this comparison. The RAPS system was
tested on a Nokia N95 device with a 1200mAh battery. RAPS claims the battery will last for 35
hours with RAPS whereas it will last only for 23.8 and 30.8 hours for periodic GPS with intervals 180
and 270 seconds respectively. This represents a 13.6% increase on battery life against the periodic
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Fig. 7: Discharge measured for the 3 applications
tested.

Fig. 8: Estimated contributions of each module based
on previous measured individual discharge rates for each
module.

Avg accuracy (m) Update period (s) Battery life* Update frequency*
REVLoc Application 1 23.19 20 -9.2% +300%
REVLoc Application 2 22.75 20 -6.3% +300%
REVLoc Application 3 ≈ 0 - +340% -
RAPS GPS 85.8 465.1 +13.6% -72%
RAPS WPS 122.9 387.3 ? -129.3%

Table 1: A comparison between REVLoc and the RAPS system. * - Against the comparable periodic ap-
proach.

approach of 4m30s. However, RAPS reports average update intervals of 465.1 seconds (for an average
accuracy of 85.8 m) in case of the GPS and 387.3 seconds (for an average accuracy of 122.9 m) for a
WPS. REVLoc reports a 10% increase in the consumption rate (9.2% decrease in battery life) when
compared against the periodic GPS approach (98.8 vs. 89.8 mAh/h) but with a combined update
frequency of 3 times (20 s) that of the periodic GPS approach (60 s).

6 Conclusions

REVLoc was presented as a robust, energy efficient and versatile mobile localization system. Based on
the results from our evaluation, we consider that our solution met its initial requirements. We employ
timeout mechanisms and a sensed current activity state. We also developed TrilatAid, a novel method
for Wi-Fi localization based on SSID self-located APs, LDPL and trilateration. To take location fraud
into account, we employ DR and AD to filter impossible locations given the sensed user mobility and
proposed a digital signature scheme on user triggered modules. We prototyped the design on Android
smartphones, as Android provides an open platform. The system and its modules were tested and
validated through real-world field tests.

Through our extensive performance evaluation we demonstrated that our system provides an
accurate and energy efficient location provider. However, some features were more successful than
others. Our timeout mechanism was able to reduce the GPS Module consumption up to a factor of
3-5 times. The AD mechanism reduced all the duty cycled modules to a discharge rate of 1.7 mAh/h
above baseline. We successfully introduced the Wifi Module which is as accuracute as the Network
Module while adding an extra 10 mAh/h to the discharge rate. This is an acceptable price to pay
in exchange for the ability to obtain locations with no connectivity requirements and no prior model
knowledge. Regarding offloading, in both the Network and Wifi modules it caused a slight increase
of 5 mAh/h in the discharge rate when compared to translating/computing locally. It was proven to
be a viable option for asynchronous localizations for the Network Module (as otherwise the network
scans would be lost) but not for the Wifi Module (as trilaterations can always be computed locally).
Unlike the results reported by RAPS, our BLE Module proved to be more cumbersome than a relief
on the energy requirements of GPS, as our previous energy saving mechanisms already lowered the
footprint down considerably. Finally, we demonstrated that AD validation mechanism was successful
in both containing impossible locations and maintaining a low energy profile. DR revealed itself to
be innacurate and thus entirely dependent upon obtaining trusted locations periodically to reset it.
The DR Module’s main disadvantage is its energy footprint, with a discharge rate of up to 15 times
that of the AD mechanism.
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